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Collecting real-world accident data is critical for understanding and preventing injuries.
Accident data is commonly employed for two purposes:
1. Epidemiology
2. Accident reconstruction
Through epidemiology, researchers can identify common injuries and accident scenarios.
This is important for identifying relevant injuries and causal factors, upon which research
and injury prevention efforts can be focused. Accident reconstruction can then be used to
identify the kinematics associated with specific accident scenarios. This information is
necessary to understand the relationship between global kinematics and injury, and to
investigate injury mechanisms at the tissue level. Accident reconstruction is reliant on
epidemiology in order to reconstruct relevant injury scenarios, and therefore accident
databases should seek to include information necessary for both types of investigations.
This means providing sufficient information to describe the conditions leading to an
accident, the accident kinematics, and the injuries sustained as a result of an accident.
Presently, the most comprehensive accident data is collected through road traffic accident
(RTA) databases. Examples of well-established RTA databases include GIDAS (German
In-Depth Accident Study) [1], CIREN (Crash Injury Research) [2], In-SAFE (In-depth
Study of road Accident in FlorencE) [3], IMPAIR (In-Depth Medical Pedestrian Accident
Investigation and Reconstruction)[4], and ITARDA (Institute for Traffic Accident
Research and Data Analysis) [5]. These databases gather information from police reports
and on-site accident investigations, including measurements and photo documentation,
such that accident conditions and kinematics can be deduced. This information is
supplemented with medical records to describe the resulting injuries.
Accident databases have also been generated from hospital records[6]–[8] and injury
surveillance schemes in sports [9]–[12]. These, too, can be coupled with patient
questionnaires, site investigations and/or police reports to completely describe an event.
Since professional sports events are often filmed, they offer a unique opportunity to study
injuries, as the accident parameters can be directly observed.
Although there are many similarities in the data collected for epidemiology and accident
reconstruction studies, the specific information required by each have some differences.
The following guide outlines the type of data that should be collected in order to both
describe and reconstruct accidents. An example of such a reasonably comprehensive
accident report which can be used for this purpose is presented in the appendix. This guide
was motivated by the need for improved accident data for head and brain injuries;
however, the suggested strategies may be broadly applied to injuries of all types.

Establishing Cause and Outcome
Epidemiology is valuable for identifying common injury patterns within given
populations. By understanding injury patterns, it is possible for governing bodies to
implement regulations in order to decrease the risk of injury. From an accident
reconstruction perspective, epidemiology is valuable for identifying relevant injury
scenarios. Furthermore, information relating injuries to their causes can be important for
understanding injury mechanisms. Desirable epidemiological information for accident
reconstructions includes:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Age
o (e.g.
Infant,
Child,
Adolescence,
Adult,
Elderly)
Sex
Injury outcome
o E.g. No injury, Concussion,
Skull fracture, Subdural
hematoma
Description of accident cause
Location of accident
Environmental factors
Impact Surface

This data can be used to identify the demographics most commonly afflicted by specific
injuries, and understand the ways in which those injuries arise. With this information,
accident reconstructions can be performed to address questions regarding important
injury populations.

Establishing Accident Parameters for Reconstruction
Following the identification of relevant injury scenarios, accident reconstructions
can be used to deduce accident kinematics. Accident reconstruction - defined as the
application of physical principles to determine how an accident occurred from available
evidence - can serve as a valuable tool to investigate the relationship between the
mechanical parameters of accidents and the risk of injury. Through a better understanding
of this relationship it is possible to develop protective equipment and prevention strategies

that reduce the risk of injury. Achieving meaningful results from accident reconstructions,
however, is contingent on the availability of accurate information regarding the accident
conditions. Data collected for accident reconstructions should include any information that
can be used to estimate the pre-impact orientations or velocities of the bodies involved.
However, given that accidents are not planned and do not occur in a controlled
environment, it is impossible to know all of the accident parameters with certainty.
Therefore, collecting accident data for reconstructions requires compromise between
information that is desired and information that is realistic to gather. A list of the data that
is necessary to characterize an accident for proper accident reconstruction is provided
below.
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Anthropometry
Event Type
o E.g. fall, collision, projectile, punch, kick
Indication of initial velocity
o E.g. height of fall, distances on playing surface, length of skid marks,
measurements of car crush
Impact Location
o Location of primary impact to body
o Location of head impact
Impact Surface
o Surface material
o Impact point on surface
Impact Orientation
Helmet use (if applicable)

From the above information, it is possible to derive key impact parameters; such as impact
location, mass, velocity, orientation and the compliance of the impacting surface. Given the
variability associated with different accident conditions, and the limited availability of
research in accident reconstruction, it is currently not possible to define acceptable levels of
uncertainty for these parameters. However, some indication of each parameter should be
considered a minimum requirement before accident reconstruction is undertaken, and all
of these parameters should be collected in databases that are intended for use in accident
reconstruction. As research in the field progresses, quantifiable boundaries should be
placed on these requirements. This will enhance the objectivity of accident reconstructions,
and the conclusions drawn from them.

Understanding Injury
It should be noted that the results obtained from accident reconstructions are often used to
perform biomechanical analyses relating to specific injury outcomes. In this case, it can be
useful to have more detailed medical information than previously described. Such data
may include:

•
•
•
•
•

Previous injuries
o E.g. previous concussions
Symptoms
Loss of consciousness
Recovery time
Medical Images
o Computed Tomography (CT)
o Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

This information can provide indications of injury severity, type, and location, which can
be used to correlate mechanical parameters with injury outcomes. As such, accident
databases should include detailed medical information, such that the data can be used for a
variety of injury investigations.
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Appendix
This appendix shows an example of a reasonably comprehensive accident report form
which can be used to collect data from equestrian accidents. The information collected in
this form represents data that is typically realistic to gather from an equestrian accident to
establish impact conditions.

